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Polaris missiles are fired by Westinghouse launching systems 
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Polaris subs are powered by Westinghouse-designed atomic reactors 
Twenty Polaris submarines have gone to months, because they are nuclear powered. The subs can fire their Polaris missiles 
ea. Each carries 16 Polaris missiles. They Their atomic reactors were developed from far below the surface. A remarkable 

give the U.S, a deterrent force that no and designed by Westinghouse, under the deep-water missile launching system, de- 
enemy can hope to strike out of action. direction of and in technical cooperation veloped and built by Westinghouse, makes 

These subs can travel toanyoceaninthe with the Naval Reactors Branch of the _ this possible. 
world and stay nidden under water for Atomic Energy Commission. 

oo *a) ° 
You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at’ Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer,
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It isn’t really surprising that a single U.S. corporation pro- Union Carbide also leads in the production of polyethylene, 

vided the metal for the outer skin of Mercury space capsules. and makes plastics for packaging, housewares, and floor cov- 

It’s perfectly natural to be called in on that kind of a job when __ erings. It liquefies gases, including oxygen and hydrogen that 
you lead the nation in developing a line of alloys that resist will power rockets to the moon. In carbon products, ithas been 

extreme heat, wear and corrosion. called on for the largest graphite shapes ever made. It is the 
You'd also expect that a leading producer of petrochemi- largest producer of dry-cell batteries, marketed to millions 

cals could develop a new base for latex paint—called “Ucar” — under the trade mark “Eveready.” And it is involved in more 

latex—since paint makers are among its biggest customers. atomic energy activities than any other private enterprise. 

Now Mildred Kinne can paint right over a chalky surface with- In fact, few other corporations are so deeply involved 
out priming. It’s dry in minutes. And her potting shed will look in so many different skills and activities that will affect the 
like new for many New England summers and winters. technical and production capabilities of our next 

But it might indeed be surprising if both these skills UNION century. 
were possessed by the same company. Unless that #LWANT:TD] 38 it’s already making things a great deal easier for 
company were Union Carbide. Mildred Kinne. 

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION, 270 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017. IN CANADA: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED, TORONTO 
Divisions: Carbon Products, Chemicals, Consumer Products, International, Linde, Metals, Nuclear, Olefins, Ore, Plastics, Silicones, Stellite and Visking 
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At the 1963 stockholders’ meeting, Arjay R. Miller, President of 
Ford Motor Company, emphasized the Company’s far-sighted recruit- 

ment program and its accent on developing management talent: 

“Obviously, our long-run future will be determined by the develop- 
ment of our management. Here, every one of us—at all levels of 

supervision—recognizes this as his most important function. Since 1946, 

the Company has recruited widely varied talent—talent that can be 
blended to give us the required combination of tight administration and 

creative scope. 

“Under a carefully conceived management development program, we try to 
recruit the best personnel available, both in training and experience. Once we 

get them, we have a program for giving them varied opportunities and increasing 
responsibility. This program is in force in all parts of the Company—in manufactur- 

ing, finance, styling, engineering and marketing. 

“The program is paying off. We have developed a real depth of management talent 

in the Company, and we are dedicated to seeing it continued and reinforced. Because 
of this, I feel not only very fortunate in being associated with this management 

group, but also very confident of its long-run success. We know our goals and how to 

achieve them.” 

MOTOR COMPANY 

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan 
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Arjay R. Miller, President of Ford 
Motor Company, and Henry Ford II, 

Chairman of the Board, at 1963 Annual 
Stockholders’ Meeting. 
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DON’T BE SATISFIED WITH A 

“PIECE” OF A CAREER 

ENGINEERING 

CUSTOMER ECONOMICS 
} RELATIONS 

Kegs 

APPLIED 

FIELD RESEARCH 

INVESTIGATION ’ 

. . : a IT MAY NOT FIT reer Cr IN YOUR FUTURE (00) 3A-era gn 
Although specialization may lead to a job, row ¥ ie i 
it takes breadth of experience to build a . f 2 ee Ww ' 
career. Following a too-specialized path in ox: PN a eZ \ ir ae i 

engineering may “freeze” your progress or 2 tae oe _ 7 / , 
even lead to a dead end. That’s why Wis- mo i we Ha ea 
consin Electric Power Company encourages oR oy, a “igi eae / 

varied assignments and lateral transfers to Sf ee iy 
provide experience vital to the successful a ve 
handling of higher level responsibilities. ad L . 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER COMPANY 

SYSTEM 
Wisconsin Electric Power Co. Wisconsin Michigan Power Co. Wisconsin Natural Gas Co. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS, APPLETON, WIS. RACINE, WIS. 
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This 600 horsepower turboprop engine is designed to power the new generation of light, fixed wing 

aircraft for both civil and military applications. e The Garrett-AiResearch TPE-331 has a specific 

fuel consumption of .62 pound per shaft horsepower-hour, and a weight to power ratio of .45 pound per 

horsepower. The engine has a response rate from flight idle to full power of approximately 1/3 of 

a second. A military version has been designated the T76 by the U.S. Navy. e Designed specifically as a 

prime power plant, the model 331 is backed by the company’s experience in producing over 10,000 gas 

turbine engines. e The Model 331 engine is programmed for additional performance growth. The turboshaft 

version (TSE-331) has been flight tested as a power plant in rotary wing and vertical lift yehicles. 

For further information about many interesting project areas and career 

opportunities at The Garrett Corporation, write to Mr. G. D. Bradley at 

9851 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Los Angeles. Garrett is an equalopportunity employer. w 

VYHE FUTURE IS BUILDING NOW AT (-))\-7-(3 4) MsReESEARCH 

yo 
Phoenix « Los Angeles 
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PLAN TO ATTEND THE 

Members of the American Society of Civil Engineers from eight mid- 
western colleges and universities will gather at the University of Wisconsin, 
Madison on April 23-25 for the 20th Annual Mid-Western Conference. Those 
student chapters participating are from Iowa State College, Michigan College 
of Mining and Technology, North Dakota State College, South Dakota State 
College, University of Iowa, University of Minnesota, University of North 
Dakota and the University of Wisconsin. 

The conference’s prime objective is to further the knowledge of the stand- 
ards and ethics of the engineering profession. It is around this nucleus that 
the program at Wisconsin has been constructed. 

Headlining the conference this year is a panel discussion on “What Is Ex- 
pected of the Graduate Engineer?” Representatives of various aspects of engi- 
neering will present their views on the subject. Representing government will 
be E. P. Fortson, Jr. Chief of Hydraulics Division, Waterways Experimental 
Station. Speaking for the contractors will be W. A. Klinger. Thomas M. Niles 
will represent the consulting engineers. Representing industry will be John 

Gammel of Allis Chalmers. 

Members may participate individually by entering the student paper con- 
test. Each paper submitted is to be written on a technical or professional civil 
engineering subject. First prize is $20.00 and a one year subscription to A.S.C.E. 
journals of all technical divisions. 

While the conference is sure to provide a technical atmosphere, the cal- 
endar of events does include an adequate amount of social events and banquets 
—a necessity for today’s technical man. 

Officers and advisors for this conference are: Dwight Zeck, President; 
Edgar Doss, Vice President; Jerry Bizjak, Secretary; Rod Nilles, Treasurer; and 

7 advisors, Professor E. C. Wagner, Richard Dopp and Dennis McMillan. 
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WHAT, WHEN, WHY 9 9 

By WILLIAM J. SNELLIIG EM’64 

Bill Snelling is majoring in engineering mechanics and will graduate next 

August. He is married and has a baby son. On March 12 he helped the 

engineers take the St. Pat’s Basketball Trophy away from the lawyers. 

SEI creasingly important in the space — warm air is deflected as it travels 
age. away from the equator. Thus in 

Lh ~ During World War I, gunnery the Northern Hemisphere the 

a officers had to take Coriolis accel- Coriolis acceleration gives rise to 

bee VE _ eration into account when shooting the prevailing westerlies which 
oe a | over long distances. Germany’s sweep in an easterly direction. 

Bae ie q Po giant cannon, Big Bertha, under- Each of the above examples em- 

¢ a | went a Coriolis drift of almost a ploy the earth as a rotating frame 
a. oc -. mile when shelling Paris from a of reference. Since the angular ve- 

, aa a bs distance of 70 miles. locity of the earth is compara- 
. . : “j evs : i 5 2 5 ‘ 

~~ The rockets and missiles of to- tively small (7.27 x 10 rad/sec) 

ey | day achieve much greater veloci- the resulting Coriolis effects in 

. na ties than did Big Bertha. As a re- most cases are either small or . 
. , sult, their Coriolis terms (2wy) negligible. However, where there 

"a are much greater and will produce — “© MOvIN& mechanical parts such 
y a proportionally larger Cariolis  @8 in machinery the angular veloci- 

: drift. This drift had to be taken ties may be much larger, making 
into account before the first missile the Coriolis effects appreciable. It 

1 was ever fired down its Atlantic 8 for these reasons that an engi- 
missile range. neering department should be : 

Bvéi ivees ard affected by this aware of and know how to cope 
. ven rivers are a ecte by this with this acceleration. 

acceleration. It causes moving wa- 

ter to veer off to the right in the 
Northern Hemisphere and to the DERIVATION OF VELOCITY AND 

OBLOLIS: secdlestion i ax left in the Southern Hemisphere. cee TCE Wer GENERAL 
C scecierseion that appears Thus: it has been found that the OTION 

whenever there is motion rel Mississippi River erodes its right Point P in the figure is moving 
ative to a rotating frame of refer- bank more than the left. with respect to the rigid body A. 
ence. [tis a function of both the Winds, like rivers, are effected This body is in turn in motion with 
relative motion and the rotation. by Coriolis acceleration. Without respect (relative) to a fixed co- 
Mathematically speaking, it is the earth’s rotation, warm air ordinate system XYZ. It both trans- 
equal to 2mv where » is the angular would rise at the equator, cool and _lates and rotates (W). The abso- 
velocity of the frame of reference fall at the poles, and return to the lute motion of P is equal to the 
and 1 is the relative velocity. equator to become heated again. motion of P with respect to O plus 

| There would be very little circu- the motion of O with respect to the 
Geophysical Examples lating movement, making wind _ stationary axis. It is found as fol- ‘ 

This phenomenon is quite com- storms almost impossible. Actually, lows: (Coriolis factors in the equa- 
mon in nature and has become in- because of the earth’s rotation, this tions are underlined. ) 

s THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER



As seen from the preceding , . results, omission of the Coriolis a @ term changes the direction of the Z e Uy j-component of acceleration. Thus 
the force due to a mass at point p 

i would act in the wrong direction 
if Coriolis acceleration were not 
considered. Note that the motion 
within the relative system causes 

sd a Coriolis term to appear in the 
A relative acceleration term. 

x 
WHY SO IMPORTANT 

It should be pointed out that in Velocity in 3-space. both the geophysical problems and 
each of the specific engineering 
problems the Coriolis term (2oxV) 
was dependent upon the size of PosITION: (RELATIVE TO THE XYZ AXIS) the relative velocity (V) and the 

T=xXU+ YS + EK rate of rotation of the frame of 
reference (w). In most geophysical DIERERENTIATES, _ di 4 ak examples the earth’s rotation ¥-[xi+ Vj +x | + (SE tYGt z46) (frame of reference) was small =. dt — = making the Coriolis affects neg- WHERE: gy BEE ligible. Only when the relative vel- di - * ocities were great (Big Bertha and dg rocket launching) were the Cori- 

Z olis affects noticeable. gk OK 
; é dt Unlike the geophysical examples, 

engineering problems often have oO (r]+wx(yt pv +2€)- [4] + OF both high relative velocities and WHERE Cy] = VELOCITY OF P RELATIVE TO xyz high rates of rotation. As seen in 
the preceding four examples, this XT = VELOCITY OF P DUE To ROTATION OF XYé tends to make the Coriolis term “VELOCITY (RELATIVE To THE XYz-AXIS) yeh more pee ae _ Spee thee Since these rotations and rela- 

V+ Oxr - = tive velocities are often small or Feom F = [xt + +2e] + @< xt + +ze) zero, producing negligible Coriolis 
effects, many engineers tend to DIFFERENTIATE: _ P _ neglect and forget—or worse, just 

eel + V7 + ZR] 4 (xis vi +2 ME) woxCeievis2k) are not aware of—Cariolis accel- 
tt at eration. As the daily problems + wx (xtevs+2K) wx (x# svat +29k) faced by engineers become more 

OO complex and working tolerances 
become smaller, these once neg- 
ligible Coriolis affects will have to 

oe - be taken into account. Coriolis ¥ Cl +w LF] + Ox % + BAL FI+G (Gx) acceleration is rapidly becoming WHERE: an important part of every engi- C¥J- AcceLeeATION oF P RELATIVE To xyz. neer’s life. THE RED TERMS ARE THE CORIOLIS TERMS, 

ACCELERATION: (RELATIVE TO THE XY@ AXIS) SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS ECF + WK (Wx + Ont x 2w xl] 
The following four examples 

Now tev: show how common this phenom- Vo= VELOCITY OF THE ORIGIN OF XYZ enon is and how significant its Qo = ACCELERATION OF THE ORIGIN OF xyz results may be. 

re O.> ACCELERATION 1. The rocket problem Fe VMetestiy 2. The propeller problem 
Tuus IN ABSOLWTE SPACE: 3. The impeller problem 

‘ 4. Disk on bar problem Ve WtCV] + Ox 

In each example the general terms 
B= Ao + CAI+W «(xt + Wx ¥ + 26x00] for velocity and acceleration are 
WHERE 2G xCV] 1s THE “CORIOLIS ACCELERATION” those derived above. 

APRIL, 1964 
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The Rocket Problem fired except when a rocket is fired 

For the rocket symbolized on eee at one of the earth's 

the diagram, the Coriolis deviation I “th P ler Probl 

can be determined by again refer- e: Propeliet tremens 

ring to the equations for general For the propeller blade shown, 

space motion. we may determine the acceleration 

. of any point (P) by the general 

Given: equations for space motion. 

1. The angular velocity of the earth Given: 

= @e . 1. The propeller spins with velocity ». 

2. Launch from X° North. 2, The spinning shaft precesses with 

3. Initial velocity = 7% (Vertical) velocity N. 

HCO eg + W«(G xF)+ Ox T+ 2 Lege gk es“ Hi 

wx(wWrxT)=90 [Veer CVJeeet (Ox 7] =-Teos Oni+ 1SWONY 

wrT70 _ Dz Ayt Wx (HxT)4+ WaT LA] gg + 2G xL0] 

COD gg =~ 9K -2weVz cosh j <0 

DIVIDE COC egy INTO COMPONENTS. ® x (@x)=-N*rcosei 

LzZ]--9k iar * O 

CET +CgtrOR= Cgt+VodK @t-0,2-Vo ”C\=Vo [I ee. [ODeg, + [O10 x F)4 B x Te lGuacall: Oe e7) 
2-7 T-7 7 

Ar Maximum HeienT 2707 -Gbt Vo TE rcos Ot WT SMG | 

or t- Ye 205 xV]= (2Nj) x (-Tsinnat+ Yeos 85) 

’ _ = eNnrsiw Ok 
L¥] = -2wWe Vzcoshj =-2ue (-gtt Vo) cos hj _ _ - ~ 

- Se eae ae  & = -NRreas 6428 7005 )1- RT SIN Ot nN sd K 

{¥]- [-2uecosh(-$+ Vet) ]j +Cs} @t=0, Y¥-04Ca79 — 
Te? 9 A COMPARISON OF ResuLTS 

Vl=ef— é 2\]= > Bix 20 2 

(¥]=Ewecos h(-gts wt2)] j + Cu] @t-0, 1-07 04°0 ersp————~Teerezation ConaPON ENTS 
(¥] 2% = 

on LY. = -2 % we cos hj Lwin Conjous 1 -(ilreos 6+ n'rcosO)i-rerswal+enWrs Ok | 

TY As seen from the above table of 

Conclusions: results, omitting the Coriolis term 

From the other page wé would omit the «-component in 

3 V3 page : the result. Omission of the «-com- 

found y= — 5 ee we cos d to be ponent could cause bearing fail- 

a result of Coriolis auly. Bor these ures on the shaft and create other 

ee epeaane oe ge “ physical defects. Note also. that 

ee y 4 a TSMOHOS me x motion within the relative system 

eae . {s) the ont ne aut causes a second Coriolis term to 

a Todi hon when v= vere 7 appear in the relative acceleration 

2v1la Ss e = € rr s ° term: 

~ 90.° This implies that there will “ 

be a Coriolis drift for every rocket Y 

- 
N Shaft 

Rocket 

ls Propeller Blade x 

/ > A 

Zz 

Rocket fired vertically at 2° North. Propellor Blade on a Precessing Shaft. 
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The Impeller Problem Disk On Bar Problem 

Let us determine the accelera- For the disk and bar system 
tion of the fuel as it leaves the drawn, we can find the accelera- 
impeller (at point P) in the given tion of point (P) by the general 
diagram. equations for space motion. 

Given: Given: 

1. Velocity relative to impeller 1. Angular velocity of disk = 5rod/ 
= 100ft./sec. sec 

2. Acceleration relative to impeller 2. Angular velocity of rod = 3 rod/sec 
= 120ft./sec.* 3. Angular acceleration of disk = -8 

3. Angular velocity of wheel rod/sec® 
= 2400rpm = 251.3rod./sec. 4, Angular acceleration of rod = 4 

rod/sec* 
_ _ 5. Relative velocity of disk = 12ft/ 
T= -833% _ sec 

CVWeee? 100(.867) 7 + 100(.5S)j + 86.7% + 50j 6. Relative acceleration of disk — —20 

R= LO] pg, +B xT)+ O xF +2 xlV] +A, 

Ao-=0 

OTe =120C.867T+ I2OCD)j-100T+ C0f = Aes = “3K 
_ — — —~ 57! eases tesa 1 = 7. = 

@ x(@x¥)= -(@51.3)°C.833)1 = -82,500% Os CV Tce, + L@ xP ]'=l2i+ 6t- 17% 
Gx -5 Op= Ay t [Oleg + Ox (G xT) + Dx F+2B xLV7 
2m x[V] = 2C251.3K) x( 86.714 50) Qo-5 
——==*, so, eo, ee ee eS IROt 3 500) _ [OD pe, LO]'+ [0 «(G0 x1) + G xT] 's (ew xT] 

 G= (-S2,400 + 25,130)1 + (60 -43,500)} =-204-81+25]--28i4 25) OS™” 
CoN@LUSIONS: Ox@iD)+-2714+ 95 

4 COMPARISON OF RESULTS ee ee 
Ox F = 414 lej 

ACCELERATION COMPONENTS _ ws a - 
Be40Ot + 0 2m vLu)- e(-3K) x(179) = - 102) 

27610 1=A5 440] ae ae) |! : a 2&2 S14 + (46-108) j 
As seen from the above table of 

results, omitting the Coriolic term CONCLUSIONS: 
would greatly change both the 4 Comeseison oF Resucrs 
magnitude and direction of the 
results. A blade designed to with- MEerHoD ACCELERATED COMPONENTS 
stand an acceleration without Co- “5/4 + doj 
riolis would not apply for the 
actual (with Coriolis) results. 

Y disk 

(f AS iy io" ‘ly © QO, 
TD B ee 

x : 
DO 

wO |e B bar ) 
D 

Impeller Blade of a Turbo-pump. Disk on Bar System, 
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°3? Should We Have More T.V.A.’s‘ 

By THOMAS W. HOLZ, CE’63 

Tom Holz is from Milwaukee where he attended the 

University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. He’s one of those 

i. * rare persons that transferred to engineering after 

=. three years in the College of Letters and Science. 

ee 
a ee y 

ow The answers to these questions “Father of T.V.A.,” had this to say 

— are vital if Americans must choose at a congressional hearing about 

tae between a publicly and privately the T.V.A. Act: 

ie owned power industry. “I will say to you that I think 
in view of the decisions by the 

f REASONS FOR THE CREATION Supreme Court, I think the consti- 

OF T.V.A. tutionality of this kind of legisla- 
tion hangs on navigation, so it is 

Flood Control, Fertilizer, important to make navigation im- 
Navigation portant.” 

In 1933 the country was in a Today, 82 per cent of T.V.A.’s 
devastating depression. The people investment is in power facilities, 
in the states surrounding the Ten- and 72 per cent of that investment 
nessee Valley were particularly is in steam plants—not hydroelec- 

HIE federally-controlled Ten- stricken by the slump in the na- tric units. It seems obvious that not 
"Tieswee Valley Authority is be- tion’s economy because they were only is the production of power 

ing presented to the American plagued by periodic floods and the something other than a by-product 
public as the acme of man’s engi- consequent erosion which was of the system of dams, but that it 
neering capabilities and the model destroying their livelihood. In is the main concern of the Author- 
or “yardstick” of electric power their attempts to revive the valley’s ity. No one denies that the system 
production by which the federal economy, the New Dealers put the of 28 dams, the steam plants, the 
government can measure privately T.V.A. bill through Congress. The reforestration projects, the recrea- 
owned power companies’ rates. bill was intended to create a series tional and other operations, are 

The government is in effect saying of dams on the Tennessee River remarkable achievements, or that 
TVA. is the answer to chronic primarily to check the ravaging all this offers the people of the 
unemployment and depression in floods and make the river and its valley many benefits. But neither 
an underdeveloped area. Hf T.V.A, tributaries navigable, and, in addi- can it be denied that T.V.A. has 
changed the seven states for which tion, to create facilities to conduct somehow subordinated flood con- 
it generates power from a flooded, experiments in fertilizer produc- trol and navigation to the produc- 
erosion scalped land into a Utopia, tion. The hydro-electric energy tion of power, and that the govern- 
other projects can do the same in that could be produced as a by- ment now has a gigantic electric 
other parts of the country. If the product of the dams was to be company of questionable constitu- 
federal. government is trying to sold to the neighboring municipal tional basis. 
sell the public on socialized power power companies. The defenders of T.V.A. claim 
production, it would be wise for that power production is justified 

us to take a good look at the cal- Power, a By-product because T.V.A. serves as the gov- 

ibrations on their yardstick before A great cry of “socalism” went — ernment’s “watchdog”. They claim 
we decide to turn free enterprise up when it was suggested that the T.V.A. can sell power at half the 
out to pasture. government sell electric energy, cost of private companies and still 

Does ‘TVA. really out-produce but Congress and the courts were earn a substantial “profit” for the 

private industry as it claims? What assured that power production was treasury. Considered in this man- 

were ‘T.V.A.s original goals and merely a by-product, and that nav- ner, T.V.A. provides healthy com- 

has it achieved them? On what igation was the important goal in petition for private power com- 

authority did the federal govern- the creation of the project. In fact, panies, and the ideal toward which 

ment go into the power business? Senator George Norris, called the private companies should work. 
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T.V.A.’S ECONOMICS $395 million interest. This is an based, about one-half of the gross 
- obvious fair advantage T.V.A. svenue of private aaa er Bie T.V.A. as a Yardstick iously unfair advantage LV.A revenue of private power goes 

Bef TVA | blished j had over private investors who had toward state and federal taxes. Of 
tC tind ae he. mel a ned m to pay the going rate for use of course, taxes are a part of the cost 

vat mounds: as: the mo) i OF ae money—approximately 5 to 6 per of any commodity and must be 
a lo. ae “overall len et ms a cent. paid ultimately by the users of 
a Ook at its vere ayout. PV.A, In 1959, Congress approved a that commodity. 'T.V.A. has paid is a wholesale supplier of ae bill which enabled T.V.A. to sell no federal taxes since its creation 
Cee ee generate me 100 bonds on the open market. It also in 1933. As of 1959 T.V.A. pays 

: h power, ora er per ordered T.V.A. to begin paying — about 0.88 per cent of its gross in 
cent 1 na oe total Y lees back the $1.4 billion investment in municipal and state taxes (approx- 
hee Ca istributes vd to less small yearly installments. How- imately 24 of what private com- 
than 200 customers, and one cus- ever, the rate of interest T.V.A. panies pay), but to this date 
tomer, the Atomic Energy Com- was required to pay by the 1959 T.V.A. pays no federal taxes. 
ee mes 27.5 bil jaw is 3 to 4 per cent on all funds 
lon Kwh annually or: about 48 per borrowed from the treasury—still Cost and Tax Adjustment 
cent of the BOWer it produces. below that which private com- . tyr ae The rest of the T.V.A.’s patrons panies pay In the light of T.V.A's cheap 
are municipal distributors of The cost of money to society financing and_ tax exemption, it 
power. If T.V.A. is to be properly over-all is going to be equal seems illogical to compare PV.As 
compared to investor-owned com- whether it is supplied by private prices with those of private com- 
panies it should rightfully be ad- investors or government. In. the panies unless adjustments for these 
justed in two ways: (1) its dis- case of a private company, the two very important br ean oe 
tributors ought to be included in only people expected to pay for made. If 'T.V.A, was to pay 5 per evaluating its cost; and (2) the the cost of the investment are the gent of - gross —— tes 

: e od from its axes a another 5 per cen F AEC should be removed from its consumers of the product. In the aKES ane aDOEN SS > ee : : books. The reason for these adjust- case of T.V.A., the cost is subsi- cost of money, it would have to 
s is fat fous: Private : 2 we eee raise its price better than < “y ments is fairly obvious. Private dized by taxes. In other words, the Tale “IS pecs better th un 4) pe 2 

companies must put a percentage —_gQ) per cent of the people not buy- em which would bring its rates of their income into bookkeeping; ing federal power must pay for a YP the level of investor-owned 
obviously it is much more econom- good part of the investment costs comporation ‘prices: 
ical for the Authority to make out for those who do. This discrimina- qi . 
one electric bill for the AEC than tion must not be overlooked when TVA’: Efficiency 
the several thousand bills a private we are measuring with the T.V.A. That T.V.A.s rates would be 
ieee must make out for the yardstick. equivalent to other power com- 
arge block of homes that would os panies’ rates can be expected, be- 
use an equivalent amount of Tax Contribution Gauge ‘T-VA, has never claimed t6 

power. Likewise, with the sale of Because of the extremely high produce power more efficiently 
power ‘to municipalities, the cost cost of investment for power than could a private company. It 
of accounting would be much equipment on which taxes are cannot make steam any cheaper or greater if all the customers of 
these municipalities were totaled 
in T.V.A’s books. Without these MOST EFFICIENT STEAM-ELECTRIC GENERATING STATIONS FOR 1959 
adjustments T.V.A.’s cost of ac- BASED’ ON HEAT \RATE—BIU PER KWHR 
counting is about .13 mills per i | Heat R. 

. . | rat Rate kwh, which would mean that it Rank Station System BTU per 
would cost them about $3,500,000 Hehe 
a year to read the AEC’s meter. 1 | Dickerson Potomac Electric Power Co. 9,007 With these adjustments T.V.A.’s 2 | Clinch River Appalachian Power Co. 92001 

. 3 Kanawha River Appalachian Power Co. 9,098 
are comparable to other large dis- 4 | McMeckin.__ South Carolina Electrie & Gas Co. 92130 : : a | 5 | Muskingum River Ohio Power Co. 92170 tributors of electricity; yet its River Rouge Detroit Edison Co. 91170 
power rates are much less than a 6 | Clifty Creek Indiana~Kentucky lec. Corp. 9.173 si 5 anv’s : . 7 | GGAlle Duke Power Co. 9.174 private company’s of about the & | Tanners Creek Indiana & Michigan, Blectrie Co. 9.176 same size and operating under ap- 3. | Sua Benny vans Hletre Co a. 
proximately equal conditions. The va | SE-Ciae Detroit Edison Co. 9,250 
reason why T.V.A.’s rates are so 12 | Kyger Creek Ohio Valley Electrie Corp. 91284 ‘ , 13 | Portland Metropolitan Edison Co. 91822 low is that T.V.A. has neglected to 14 | Oak Creek Wisconsin Electric Power Co. 9336 : ‘ ee 15 | Bay Shore Toledo Edison Co. 91365 include all its costs in its books. 

16 | Milliken New York State Hlectrie & Gas Corp. goats 
17 | Sporn Ohio Power & Appalachian Flee. Coop. 91: 

Cost of Money 18 | Sevier Tennessee Valley Authority 91390 
2 19 | Manalay Southern California Edison Co. 9,397 For 26 years, from 1933 to 1959, 20° | Gallatin Tennessee Valley Authority 97420 

he T.V.A. pai interes 21 | Huntington Beach Southern California Edison Co. 9,436 the A paid TQ diterese -On. 22 | Colbert Tennessee Valley Authority 91460 some 1.4 billion congressionally Will County Commonwealth Bdison Co. 93460 : . : 23. | Aqua Fria Salt River Project AIPD 91473 appropriated dollars. To appropri- 24 | Salem Harbor New England Power Co. | 9.485 : 25 | Cromby Philadelphia Blectrie Co. 95065 ate this money, the government 
had to sell bonds on which it paid Courtesy Edison Electric, 
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string lines more economically; mand for energy has been doubling increased 463 per cent. On the 

government employes are no more every ten years. other hand, ten other southeastern 

efficient than men working for any Private power companies con- states gained 514 per cent. In the 

other business enterprise. sider themselves capable of meet- same period, Tennessee’s popula- 

The electrical industry as a ing any demand that may arise. tion increased 22 per cent, while 

whole has tremendously increased They think that government intru- ten other southeastern states 

its efficiency since the first plants sion in the power business is not gained 3h per cent. Per capita in- 

were built in this country. Hardly only a burdensome expense, but a Come gain for Tennessee was 
anyone will argue the fact. that totally unnecessary one. It is illog- about the same as the other south- 

electric power is a bargain. Since ical that in a capable, thriving in- astern States 
TVA. has relatively new equip dustry and in an economy such as It can hardly be said from these 

ment, much of it installed during ours, government should see a figures that Tennessee’s economic 

World War II, we can expect that need to produce power. growth has exceeded its neighbors. 

its efficiency ranks with the best Federal Government's Position 

rivate companies 2c ; 
ne Toe ened as Mak cae _ The well-known government de- DANGER OF GOVERNMENT 

: ‘ : fense of many of its undertakings ENTERPRISE 
efcient in amount of heat pro- : : y 8 ‘ 
duced per unit of fuel. Coal con- 8 that, for the’ henetit of the: <oun- Critics of T.V.A, cannot accu- 
sumption for a given unit of heat try, at must do what private indus- rately state that T.V.A. is produc- 

was about 3 per cent more than try finds uneconomical to do. Gov- ing power less efficiently than a 
the most efficient company: ernment argues that in 1933 the private company could. Why then, 

. . i : Tennessee Valley was a terribly if it could hardly be said that 
It is easily seen that T.V.A. can't depressed area, and that private TVA. is hurting the economy of 

produce energy any more expedi- industries would never have un- the Tennessee Valley, though it is 
ently or economically than private dertaken a project of such magni- — goubtful how much the valley is 
concerns. It is therefore reasonable tude with a promise of little or no aided. should it be condemned? It 

to -assume that i all yee taken return. In addition, private com- should be condemned because 80 
into account, its electric rates panies would be far less inclined per cent of the people must pay 

would be at the same level as to build any more than the mini- nearly half of the electric bills of 
those of private concerns. mum in order to produce paper. the other 20 per cent, and_ this 

The T.V.A., it argues, has done payment has priority over their 
IS PUBLIC POWER A NECESSITY? extensive work in  reforestration, own electric bills (taxes by law 

navigation, and in research in farm — ust be paid—no law says that 
Private—Public Power Feud production. Furthermore, the lift We must buy electricity). If an ad- 

From the above discussion, it in the economy in the seven states justment in T.V.A’s rates were 
can be seen that government can- affected by the T.V.A. is beneficial made to remedy this deficiency, 
not produce cheaper power than — © the entire nation. T.V.A. would still be a government 
can private power companies with- enterprise, which, if allowed in 
out taxpayers subsidation. In How Much Has TV AS Helped one area, will surely spread to 
T.V.A.s case the cost of financing the Valley? others. 
the project has been thrown on Nearly everyone agrees that it . 

taxpayers not using T.V.A. power, is the government’s right, indeed, Other Federal Projects 

and the customers’ electric bills do duty, to regulate navigation and Since T.V.A. was established, 
not reflect their share of taxes. Be- flood controls because they usually there have been several other fed- 

cause of these and other subsidies, affect more than one state. For earl power projects built after the 
private power companies are un- these goals the T.V.A. may be T.V.A. pattern. Among them are 
able to compete with government — lauded. It is not the purpose of — the Columbia Valley Authority, 
power projects. Consequently, a this article to analyze how well the Bonneville Dam project, and 
fear has arisen among private con- __T.V.A. has fulfilled these goals. others, totaling 20 per cent of the 
cerns that the government is going But has the federally-owned power nation’s power production; and 

to build more “flood control” dams company really been the lifeline there are more projects such as the 
and steam generators and_ force to the Valley's economy? Certainly Arkansas Valley Authority, and 

them out of business. the input of approximately $1.4 the Missouri Valley Authority in 
billion into one area is bound to the planning or construction stage. 

Private Power's Position spur its economy somewhat, but It must be realized that these 

Investor-owned producing indus- just how has Tennessee grown in projects are being built with 
tries are not standing. still while comparison with other southern “phony” gifts of our own taxes, and 

the world around them expands. states? in the process, we are accepting a 
A prodigious amount of power re- , socialized electric power industry 

turns are plowed back into  re- Tennessee's Growth Rate without actually voting for it. 

search, and power companies have One indicator of Tennessee’s eco- There are some forces in our gov- 
been expanding rapidly to keep nomic health is the gain in bank ernment which are striving for 
pace with demand for electric en- deposits. In the period from 1940 just such a goal. A former director 
ergy. Since World War IL the de- to 1959, Tennessee's total deposits (Continued on page 26) 
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He’s finding it at Western Electric 

Ohio Unlversity conferred a B.S.E.E. degree on C. T. This constant challenge of the totally new, com- 
Huck in 1956. Tom knew of Western Electric’s history bined with advanced training and education opportu- 
of manufacturing development. He realized, too, that nities, makes a Western Electric career enjoyable, 
our personnel development program was expanding stimulating and fruitful. Thousands of young men 
to meet tomorrow’s demands. will realize this in the next few years. How about you? 

After graduation, Tom immediately began to work If responsibility and the challenge of the future ap- 
on the development of electronic switching systems. peal to you, and you have the qualifications we seek, 
Then, in 1958, Tom went to the Bell Telephone Lab- talk with us. Opportunities for fast-moving careers 
oratories on a temporary assignment to help in the exist now for electrical, mechanical and industrial 
advancement of our national military capabilities. At engineers, and also for physical science, liberal arts 
their Whippany, New Jersey, labs, Tom worked with and business majors. For more detailed information, 
the Western Electric development team on computer — get your copy of the Western Electric Career Oppor- 
circuitry for the Nike Zeus guidance system. Tom then _ tunities booklet from your Placement Officer. Or write 
moved on to a new assignment at WE’s Columbus, Western Electric Company, Room 6405, 222 Broad- 
Ohio, Works. There, Tom is working on the develop- way, New York 38, N. Y. And be sure to arrange for 
ment of testing circuitry for the memory phase of elec- a personal interview when the Bell System recruiting 
tronic switching systems. team visits your campus. 

- pum 
Western Electric MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
- 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities + Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U. S. + Engineering Pe earch 
Center, Princeton, New Jersey + Teletype Corporation, Skokie, Illinois, Little Rock. Arkansas + General headauarters. 195 Broadway, New York 7, New York 
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Rotational Casti 
f Plasti 

By RICHARD E. SOWLS, ME’64 

HE technique of rotational article is stripped out. The way in Rotating the Mold 

[ estice itself is not new. It which the layer of plastic material Rotational molding equipment is 

has been used for years by is deposited on the mold wall de- available for continuous processing 

molders of candy to make such pends on the nature of the mate- 45 well as for batch processing. 

things as hollow chocolate Christ- rial, and will be described later. The rotation equipment used in 

- and Easter figures, and_ by Items made by rotation casting batch processing is less compli- 

others to manufacture other hollow can be completely closed, while cated than that used in continuous 

items. It is, however, only within those manufactured by slush cast- processing. In its simplest form, 

the past few years that rotational ing must have an opening through batch rotation equipment consists 

casting has been used to mold which excess material can be of an arm or shaft in an oven that 

plastisols and other plastics. poured out. The Plastics Engineer- votates about » horizontal ‘axis and 

seine ng Hank nd ean no th le at 
. _ a tates about an axis that is perpen- 

Rotational casting evolved from slush casting: dicular to the arm or shaft. A plat- 

a process called slush casting. In eu Lag has frocuently replaced form which incorporates a means 
' i s casi x >Ccause ors e = . . : 

one method of slush casting, an lowing “Vdvantages. for the ennmatace of attaching the molds is mounted 
open female metal mold is filled ture oF hellaw items: on the spindle. In some cases such 

with a material that gels when 1. The weight of the finished ar- a platform is mounted on both 

heated. The mold is placed in an ticle can be controlled by meas- ends of the spindle to increase the 

oven. Oven heat penetrates through uring the quantity of liquid plas-— Ganacity of the machine and to aid 

the mold and gels the material ad- 2. gee iseeat ete eee since in balancing the load on the power 

jacent to the mold face. When the the mold is loaded and closed source. Figure 1 is a view of the 

gelled layer is thick enough, the rather than repeatedly charged. inside of a batch processing oven. 

remainder of the material is 3. With well-designed equipment, Clearly shown are the horizontal 

poured out of the mold to be used the interior of the mold is evenly shaft and mold mounting fixtures 

later, and the mold is placed back coated, and the percent of rejects, = ch @ade of the ‘spindle. The 
. is small. on both ends of the spindle. The 

in the oven until the material is 4, Loss in scrap is small and trim- spindle and the shaft may be con- 

fused. The mold is then cooled, ming is minimized. structed so that each turns in a 
and the molded item is stripped 5. Less floor space is required than fixed ratio to the other, or they 

out. . for a slush casting line. ay be separately driven so that 

6. The operation is cleaner and may be separately driven sq e 

In rotational molding a mold that less wasteful of material, and they turn independently. The shaft 

can consist of two or more pieces involves less cost of labor. and the spindle are driven jointly 

is partly filled with a plastic mate- 7 ae problem ot Pernt stabil: by a single polyphase AC motor or 

rial, and the pieces are assembled beeane. ‘of the "heating ete independently by separate motors. 

to form a completely closed mold. working supply of plastisol, is The drive is usually through a vari- 

While being heated in an oven the climinated. able-ratio coupling mechanism to 

mold is rotated simultaneously in provide flexibility of rotating 

two or more planes. The rotation ROTATIONAL CASTING MACHINES speed. A locking device is included 

of the mold allows material to be The rotational casting process in the drive train to fix the position 

deposited and gelled on all its in- can be automated to a consider- of the platform while loading and 

ner faces. Gravity, not centrifugal able degree, or much of the proc- unloading the molds. 

force, is responsible for the coating ess may be carried out using man- In batch-type equipment, the ro- 

of the mold wall. When sufficient ual labor. The equipment must tation is started when the operator 

time has passed to fuse the plastic perform the basic functions — of presses a start button. A pre-set 

material, the mold is removed from rotating the mold and_ providing timer sounds an alarm to notify the 

the oven, is cooled, and the molded heat for gelation and fusing. operator when the cycle is over, 
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. eee es  — : : _ es ne . S Hind heat ae ane 
2 om _. P| ee used in rotationa casting is fusec 
—_ . “a a ee aos salts. Some salts which are solid at 
ae 1 i. ——errrtrt— 7) oes room temperature, fuse at the tem- 
os eer AF Fh. eratures Co! required i 

RF pe CCetational Casting Pascal ats are 
qt Og A oe rl used in the same way as the oil 
ke 'G | —~ iow ‘- ta a oe described above. In comparison 
a Ni y~ e- J ae “ ¥$ hh with hot air, fused salts give a 
2 cD - - : + Sf Bi ey oe shorter molding cycle time because 
ae . . te » fs", Veo — of faster heat transfer, closer tem- 
ie o < © Fw. yy perature control, and a_ simpler 

: Ss > i, ee so Pe. <a _Only two mediums, water and 
ae a > J df = . air, are used to cool the molds. 

— 4 ' a at ee Water is by far the most common 
— Be ae \ oe , oe a mold-cooling medium. In_ batch 

ey _. ~ Le ei, oe a . oo type molding the molds are cooled 

noe, \ Ke <- _ oe either by spraying with water or by 
os we | os ee immersion in a tank of water. Small 

ui i cg molds may be immersed manually, 

Figure 1. The inside of a batch processing oven showing a method of attaching but large molds are usually im- 
a group of molds to a spindle. Notice the apparatus for spinning the oven on two mersed with a power-driven plat- 
axes. form. The period of the immersion 

is controlled by a timer. 

and may also stop the rotation in Heat Transfer Methods In continuous molding equip- 

the correct position for removing Rotational casting of plastic ma- sea GOOLINg, ‘s a the mold, ietiale requires that We wold he spraying water on the mold from 
5 : {ut a Ole RE all angles as the conveyor carries 

Figure I illustrates one method heated to gel and fuse the material, it through a spray chamber. The 
of attaching a group of molds toa and _cooled so that the molded degree of cooling is controlled by 
spindle. To install the molds, the ticle _can be removed in a rigid adjusting the cooling water spray 
spindle is stopped with the plate enough condition to retain its rate and temperature. 

in a horizontal plane, and the plate , . Aunber of methods are used In either batch or continuous 
is rolled over the roller in the fore- for heating the Haidlds. Hot air processing, the molds are cooled 
ground and onto the rollers on the ‘avens have been. used the longest. until the casting is rigid enough 
spindle. The plate is locked in The hot air oven ig usually less to be withdrawn from the mold 
place by turning the locking lug in peer a OVER: 3S UsUaNY 168s without being deformed, but not 
the lower right corner of the Aen and! quicker £6 atm a 0 rigid that removal is difficult ; initially than are other types. The So: THBM ah ZEMova’ te See 

picture. air is usually heated in a gas- or Molds | that have undercuts, in- 

In the continuous type of rota- oil-fired furnace and circulated dentations or protuberances that 
tional casting equipment, molds through the oven by a blower. The impede withdrawal from a_two- 
are carried through a molding furnace and the blower are thermo- plece rigid mold, are usually 
cycle by a system of individual ro- statically controlled to obtain the stripped when warm because the 
tational stations which travel on a desired oven temperature. A sec- flexibility of plastics is a_ strong 
conveyor. A molding cycle consists ond heat-transfer medium that is function of temperature. 

of (1) charging and closing the commonly used is heat-transfer oil. Cooling water may require soft- 
mold, (2) rotation of the mold in The oil is heated either in a sepa- ening in order to keep mineral 

a heated oven to gel and fuse the rate furnace or in the base of the scale from building up on the out- 
material, (3) cooling the mold, oven, and then pumped through side of the molds. When polyvinyl- 
and (4) opening the mold to re- spray heads that are directed at chloride plastisols are being used, 
move the cast part. The cycle the mold. The spray is turned off the cooling water may become 
time is dependent on the speed of | when molds are put in or taken out acidic because of the presence of 
the conveyor, which is adjustable. of the oven. The advantages of oil HCI. The presence of HCI is a 
Cam-operated switches start and over hot air are, a shorter cycle result of decomposition of material 
stop the rotation and control the time because of faster heat trans- that leaks from the mold. This 
position of each mold carrier. In fer, and closer temperature control. acidic water should be neutralized 
contrast with batch-processing Unless the molds seal very tightly, to prevent it from damaging the 
equipment, continuous processing — however, oil may find its way into molds. Water may seep into a mold 
equipment usually does not require the mold and cause rejects by dis- during cooling or fall in when the 
removing of the molds from the coloring, creating blowholes, or mold is opened to remove the 
rotating arm for loading and otherwise damaging the molded molded part. This water will cause 
unloading. items. damage to the next cast part if it 
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is not blown out with compressed porosity and produce high quality can be obtained by carefully paint- 
air or wiped out with a clean dry castings. Sand cast aluminum ing the outside of the mold 
cloth. molds are often used because of with an insulating coating. The 

low cost, although they have a dis- use of such molds makes possible 
MOLDS FOR ROTATIONAL advantage—sand-cast _molds usu- intricately shaped moldings of 

ally have minute surface porosity _ varying thicknesses. 
CASTING that may cause rejects due to blis- 

One of the first steps in manu- tering in the molded article. Blis- Summary of Mold Requirements 
facturing an item using rotational tering occurs when the air or mois- The third edition of The Plastics 
casting is making the molds. Many ture trapped in the pores of the Engineering Handbook summa- 

types of molds have been tried: mold expands on heating and rizes molds for rotational casting 
sheet, fabricatons, castings, and pushes the gelled material away as follows: 
clectroformed, among others. Al- from the mold wall. I Ince 

.p n general, regardless of the mate- 
though each have specific advan- A newer method for manufactur- rial used the mold should meet the 

tages, moldmaking techniques need ing molds is spray metallizing. In following requirements: 

considerable refinement. Because this method, atomized molten I; ‘The: material weed should. have 

there are enough mold makers in metal is sprayed on a form until a good thermal conductivity. 

this field for the kind of extensive layer of the required strength is 2, The wall thickness should be the 

development required, much cur- built up. Because of the porosity of minimum necessary for strength 

rent development work is being such molds, they have been used and _ dimensional stability, and 

conducted by molders themselves. only to a limited extent, and where . should be: uniform. 
little or no internal pressure can be 3. Trovision must be made for 

5 clamping the parts together 
Forming the Mold developed. firmly enough to prevent leak- 

Molds are usually made of cop- «itl $ age from internal pressure. 

per or aluminum to take advantage Finishing the Mold 4, The mounting must allow free 
of high thermal conductivity and The edges of the mold parts that elrculation of the heating, me: 

a . , ‘ : : dium whether air or liquid, so 
ease of fabrication. lron, steel and fit together form what is called the that all surfaces are equally 

some other metals are not used to parting line of the mold. The part- heated in order to achieve uni- 

make molds for plastisols because ing line should be machined so the form distribution of the plastisol 

they tend to cause decompositions mold will close tightly, preventing within the mold. Uniform. depo- 
. 5 : ae ae sition regardless of irregularities 

of the plastisols. leakage | while the plastic is in in configuration of the article is 
Copper molds are usually elec- liquid form. Leakage is undesir- perhaps the most important re- 

troformed. They are commonly able because it wastes material, quirement in rotational molding. 

used where intricate detail is de- causes flash that must be trimmed . 

sired, as in molding of doll parts or from the molded part, and may Mounting ‘the Molds 
other toys. Electroformed molds weaken the molded part near the Several individual-mold cavities 
are produced by electrodeposition parting line. Further, it involves are usually mounted on frames 
of copper over a form of wax or local material loss, and makes for called spiders. In this way several 

elastonomer. When the mold_ is a messy operation. articles may be molded simultane- 
completed, the wax form is melted The molding surfaces of the ously on each spindle. Because of 
out, or if an elastonomer form was molds may be left as they were variation in the gel and fusion time 
used, it is merely pulled out. These formed, or they may be polished to and temperature requirements of 
molds are inexpensive, easily pro- any degree. Highly finished molds different molds, it is usually desir- 
duced, and provide excellent de- produce a_ glossy finish on the able to have only molds of one 
tail. Because they present a prob- product, while unpolished molds kind on a spider. However, several 
lem in closing, they are not used leave a dull or mat finish. different items of similar size and 
extensively for parts larger than weight may be molded simultane- 
dolls and small toys. Molds for Controlled Wall ously on one spindle. Usually the 

Aluminum molds that are used Thickness top section of a spider, carrying 
in rotational casting are produced In some cases it is desirable to the upper halves of the mold, is 
by direct machining of aluminum mold articles in which the wall hinged to the lower section, carry- 
alloy stock, die casting, or high thickness varies to meet physical ing the lower halves of the molds. 
quality sand casting. Direct ma- requirements or to conserve mate- Thus all the molds on a spider can 
chining of aluminum stock is the rial. One way that this can be done be opened or closed by opening or 

most economical method of mak- requires ingenuity in mold design. closing the spider. Long bolts are 
ing molds where a relatively small Because heat is transmitted more often used to clamp the upper and 
number is desired, and the object slowly through thicker mold walls, lower halves of the spider together. 
to be molded is not too complex. and because the thickness of the In operation, these bolts may be 
Pressure-cast and die-cast  alumi- layer of material that gels to a installed and removed either by 
num cavities are used when the — mold wall depends on the amount — hand or by a compressed air or 
number of molds required is large of heat that it receives in a given electric impact wrench. Cam locks 
enough to justify the die cost. length of time, molded articles of and. other quick-acting clamping 

Mold cavities that are made from varying wall thicknesses can be ro- mechanisms are also used. Molds 
high pressure die castings usually tationally cast in molds of varying are sometimes difficult to open be- 
have very low molding surface wall thicknesses. A similar effect cause of friction or interference 
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heen es and the molde d chosen carefully. Often nonsolvent Low temperature flexibility-to-65° F, an icles. For this reason, provisions type plasticizers, dilutants or ex- Light  stability—excellent. are usually made for prying the tenders, are employed to control Chemical resistance—outstanding to spider halves apart. viscosity. most acids, alkalis, detergents, 
Mos ai oils, and solvents. 
Most plastisols that are to be Heat resistance—available to 225° ROTATIONAL CASTING WITH used for rotational casting are F for as long as 2,000 hours and PLASTISOLS deaerated by applying vacuum to pe 400° F for as long as 2 hours. ; / / the stirred or ground mass. This ielectric strength-minimum of 400 Materials from a family known epeFationsma be accomplished by V/mil when fused in sections 3 

as plastisols are the most com- isi : ty hat is mpi y mils thick and over. 
monly: used. 3 ae o using a mixer that is airtight and Toxicity—may be formulated with 

y in rotational casting. intaini a ht ‘ a a i Most of th maintaining a high vacuum while FDA accepted materials. Most of the knowledge of rota- the mixing is taking place. D. Color-all colors available including 
tional casting of plastisols has be : Be be diver ine If resce ani ns 

s ng of plastisols has been aeration may also be done in a sep- phosphorescent and — fluorescent 

developed in the last ten years. arate chamber after the mixing is shades. 
Plastizols finished. Deaeration is necessary Casting with Plastisols 

vs : ; because air bubbles that are en- x . . Plastisols are dispersions of pow- trained in the _plastisol expand Rotational molding of plastisols 
dered polyvinylchloride resins in when the plastisol is heated and may be accomplished by either a suitable liquid plasticizers. In ad- cause objectionable surface and batch processing or a continuous dition, a plastisol may contain fill- subsurface defects (voids) in the Processing method. Either process 
ers, pigments, stabilizers, lubri- finished product. can be automated to a consider- cants, and extenders. Fillers are At room temperature plastisoly able extent. In both processes a 
added for opacity or to make the sidep-wanytin eonsistenoy from near molded article is produced by the 
plastisol less expensive. Pigments  water-thin to heavy paste Gelling same series of steps, namely: 
are added to obtain the desired fusing, and coating a plastisol re. 1, Filling the mold—Usually the plas- color without the need to apply a silts ina Solid aiaise, whose proper- tisol is at room temperature and 

finish coating. Stabilizers are either fies depend the een - the mold is warmer but not so hot 6: PtEveuk Cecompositio, . the s p on the way it was that it cannot be handled with en 2 -composition of the compounded. bare hands. 
resin w hile fusing, or to control During gelation, which is 2. Closing the mold. 

viscosity buildup of the plastisol brought about by heating the 3. Rotating the mold in an oven— during storage. Lubricants are solvating plasticizers be Led 3. Rotating the mold in an oven— added to aid. in removing the b th & P s ‘cles. whi ia e The temperature of the oven varies molded article from the mold and - oan he es, whic swell for different ovens, products, molds 
to hel eévent-the surfac h and soften. I eating is stopped and raw materials. For hot oil and Ip p: nt the surface of the tee Bélati © Occur . fused salt ovens the usual te finished article bei after gelation has occurred, a plas- salt ovens the usual tem- 
unished article from being marred tisol is no longer fluid, but consists perature range is from 350° to in use. Extenders are used for their of @ sass of individdal gesin and 500° F. The rotation speeds of the effects on viscosity, a mass individua _Tesin ani axis and the spindle also vary with Teed : . plasticizer particles hanging loosely mold size and raw material prop- 
oe lastisol resins are either of together. The mixture has little or erties. 

stir-in or frinding types. Stir-in no structural strength. 4. Cooling the mold—The mold is resins are dispersed by simple stir- . & ° ; a cooled until the molded item is 
ring of the plasticizers, fillers pig- / During fusion this loosely joined rigid enough to maintain its shape ments. stabilizers = structure more or less melts and but not so rigid that removal from s,s zers, and lubricants flows togeth b th Id is diffi il; if et - ws together to become a homo- he mold is difficult. until a uniform paste is obtained. geneous mass. When this mass is 5. Opening the mold. 
comaiae types are first dispersed cooled it remains homogeneous 6. Removing the molded part—Water by stirring and then are dispersed and may have a técaile strencth that may have entered the mold in 
further by grinding on a three-roll sxceedi y 4.000 a pousule strength the cooling process is blown out or a stone mill. Bar ing 4 psi. bol with a jet of compressed air. 

s araeee oH ie... <0 ecause the properties of plastic is . Plasticizer choice is critical when materials ave etronaly temparatuce: The mold is still cold when it be- compounding plastisols for rota- dependent, plastisols should be gins rotating. The rotation speed is 
tional casting, because of the vis- compounded for the specific con- set so that plastisol flows around cosity (flow ) characteristics which ditions of their use. The 1960 edi. the molding surface and a layer of 
the plasticizer imparts to the dis- tion of The Modern Plastics Ency- plastisol clings to it. Rotation that 
persion, Low viscosity plasticizers clopedia lists the characteristics is fast may result in uneven molded give low initial viscosities in plasti- that are available in plastisols as wall sections because the plastisol 

cols; however, a high  salvating follows: . cascades from wall to wall rather 
plasticizer (most low viscosity Biante j than flowing smoothly. Rotation 
plasticizers are such) will tend to have. weied shysiéal Deitel, te that is too slow may result in un- 
swell the TESUM particles On aging properties. Some of the properties even molded wall sections because and cause an increase in viscosity. available in almost any combination the plastisol gels solid before it has This is due to a decrease in the include: had time to be evenly distributed. 
ee liquid as - as to the i Tensile strength—as required to The mold is kept in the oven 
‘reased resin particle size. e 2 psi. C ‘ reed particle size The Elongation-as required to 600% only long enough to fuse the plasti- 

stabilizers and other compounding Co i“ sol. TI on time require Cidtevals visa‘ , Hardness—(Shore A) from 10 to sol. The oven time required to 
as cra - so have a brenonnese 100 mold an item varies depending on 
tect on the viscosity and must be (Shore D) up to 80. its size, on mold and _plastisol 
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characteristics, and on oven tem- Casting with Powdered difficult to strip (remove from the 

perature. Oven times generally Polyethylene mold) a polyethylene product 

range from 5 to 20 minutes. Powdered polyethylene is rota- than to strip an identical plastisol 

The proper combination of oven tionally cast in much the same way product. 

temperature, rotation speed, and that plastisols are. With minor Polyethylene powder has sone 

time in the oven for a particular modifications, the same heating, advantages Over plastisols for rota- 

item made from a_ particular cooling, and_ rotating equipment pe _molding. . Kor one thing, 

mined experimentally. The plasti- tanks s ' se . 

sol compound is designed 3 se- Some molds that ans suitable for os, Also “polyethylene a ee 

lected on the basis of the required plastisols are not suitable for poly- a t fi cial less | re . yy st 
: or . ethylene. Molds for polyethylene part will weigh less than an other 

physical properties and molding should be of split design with the wise identical plastisol part. This 

characteristics. opening coinciding with the largest and polyethylene’s. lower cost per 

dimension of the product. This is pound ($.20-8.25 for polyethylene 

ROTATIONAL CASTING WITH because polyethylene is not flexible ve Les oa eo es a 

POWDERS enough to be removed from the Pe es powc ered poye fon ne e 

narrow-opening molds sometimes less CADERSINE material for rota- 

Like plastisols, some powdered used with plastisols. tional casting. 

thermoplastics have properties that Except for a few details, the Applications of Rotational 

permit them to be molded. Rota- same sequence of events occurs Casting 

tional casting with powder is much when manufacturing an item using . . 

newer than with plastisols; conse- powdered polyethylene as when ‘ A oy oo ney Bes pate the First 

quently, powders are not as well- using Piastison Charging a mold recently the process has Thea mead 

developed as plastisols. Pee yetbiyle a ces to form more utilitarian items. Al- 

Powders with plastisols. The amount of ma- though rigid and resilient closed 
- ; terial required to make the mold- hollow items are its domain, rota- 

Vinyls, high-density polyethyl- ing may be pre-weighed or pre- tional casting can also compete 

enes, low-density polyethylenes, measured into a container and put with other forming processes in the 
propylenes, ethylene copolymers, into the mold by hand or by ma- manufacture of open hollow items. 

and. butyrates have all been pul- chine, or it may be metered into The Structo Toy Company of 

verized and tried as powders for the molds by a device capable of Freeport, Illinois, has for several 

rotational casting. Because so much measuring and injecting powdered years been rotationally casting 

material surface is available to the materials. wheels and tires of rigid plastisol 

atmosphere in powder molding, Oven temperatures for poly- for its line of rolling toys. Similar 

cf materjals fend to. oxidize and ethylene range from 500°F to tires are also used for lawnmowers, 

most ‘materials “ 750°F, a little higher than for plas- coasterwagons, barbecue grills, and 

be degraded. rhe only material tisol. When a cold mold containing for other low-speed and low-load 

that has been found capable of polyethylene powder is rotated, the applications. Figure 1 shows a 

withstanding the operating condi- powder flows around inside the mold for rotational casting of doll 

tions of the powder molding proc- méld much like @ fluid would, 6x- arms, legs, heads, and bodies. 

ess is low-density polyethylene. cept that none of it adheres to the Other examples of playthings that 

Because the annual tonnage of mold wall. When the mold_ is are rotationally cast are basket- 

material consumed for powder heated in an oven the plastic par- balls, beachballs, volleyballs, and 

molding is still relatively low, the ticles that are flowing around melt hobby horses. Small figures of ani- 

resin manufacturers have not ex- and adhere to the mold wall. After mals and people, both for play and 

pended much effort to produce a heating period of from three to display, are rotationally cast in 

resins especially for powder mold- ten minutes the polyethylene pow- polyethylenes and plastisols. Arti- 

ing. Most of the resins suppliers der has melted and forms a uni- ficial fruit and flowers, and win- 

offer for powder molding are stock form continuous coating over the dow display mannikins are also be- 

resins normally used in film extru- interior surface of the mold. ginning to be manufactured in 

sion and in blow and_ injection When the molds are removed this way. 

molding. Recently several basic from the ovens they are cooled Open hollow items can be 

resin producers have acquired ro- either by a water spray or by sub- formed by casting the openings 

tational casting equipment and are merging in a tank of cold water. with weak edges so that they may 

evaluating various stabilizer and Rotation during cooling is more be easily punched or cut out. 

resin systems, This may mean that desirable when using polyethylene When symmetry permits, two or 

materials other than low-density than when using plastisol, because more parts with openings can be 

polyethylene will soon be available polyethylene creeps much more cast in a single mold so that the 

for powder molding. Two million rapidly at elevated temperatures parts are joined at the opening by 

pounds of resin were consumed in than does plastisol. a weak section. A weak section is 

powder-molding applications in Because polyethylene is less flex- formed by incorporating a narrow 

1963. A demand of ten million ible at stripping temperatures than __ little ridge in the mold that will 
pounds is predicted for 1965. some plastisols, it may be more (Continued on page 26) 
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FUEL CELL 
NEW MEDICAL TOOL versity of Michigan Medical Cen- The latest General Electric fuel 

or fi C is s cia Se. e € Ee, is i is a, In hospitals throughout the na- ee ee a section sell, pene this April, us idle 
tion, a few pounds of tool steel are of remoned eras is frozen solid dooce as hae OR inexpensive hy- 
helping to slice human tissue thin- sed in paraff fo. rocarbon fuels such as propane . ‘ene Gane This wt or encased in paraffin and put on and natural gas, and it runs to a ner than tissue paper. This will the specially designed cutter which stacking deen ? 
permit operating surgeons to learn as 1 ° x SIS ig : surprising degree even on gasoline if - ie malions . slices the sample ultra thin. These and diesel oil. It operates at atmos- if a tumor is malignant or not, Viwae Si : . : : . ees . slices fall into a special sugar solu- pheric pressure and in the moder- 
while the patient is still under tion and are carefully lifted onto rer 2 anesthetic. Other tests, just as dra- ded. y . ate temperature range of 250-400 

. : i glass slides. Pathologists view the degrees Fahrenheit. matic, are being performed daily, : i . ‘ : slides under a microscope for the Although commercial diesel oil thanks to this special tool steel fatefal ane All this takes less : s > 
that holds its sharper-than-a-razor atelu, answer, this takes less kerosene and gasoline have worked 
edge Alle sheti Ludlum su sphies than five munutes, and the answer unexpectedly well in these cells, its “Crow” grade steel to the ve is telephoned immediately to the the performance is improved by the 

: operating room. The surgeon pro- removal from these fuels of certain 
ceeds with the operation knowing complex ingredients and additives. 

ce some the nature of the tumor with which Meanwhile, the simple hydrocar- 
. - he is working. bon fuels—such as propane, meth- 
a ‘3 _ ee Crow steel is a carbon steel with ane, and octane—appear to react 
_ ee - about .50 percent of chromium completely in the new cell, forming : DP pletely g en | aia wi which provides the high degree of harmless carbon dioxide and water, 

OD a hardness necessary and contributes while producing power at efficien- 
oe eo 4 ie to the control of depth of hard- cies in the range of 40-50 per cent. 

Li os ness for a sharp long lasting edge. The new fuel cell depends for its — : V & & eee F ¢ ck The machine with which the Crow operation on a combination of fac- ee rr—“‘“COONSsSCtsSsSS - ; P' i  G oo — steel knife is used is called a slid- tors, including a novel electrode 
oe ——~«—, ing microtome; the knives are of structure and a liquid electrolyte. 

ge various sizes ranging from 414 to While excellent results have been 
be a 21% inches in width with a gauge achieved with a phosphoric-acid 

“ a. Ye a "of % to %-inch. The knife is electrolyte, other electrolytes also 
R a y a a wedge-shaped when finished and show substantial promise. 

ne Yi SF .# the sharpened edge is feathered Current densities up to 25 watts 
: ao i a and honed to ultra sharpness. It per square foot—50 amps at 0.5 
—,, takes from two to four hours to volt—have been achieved with the 

Above is a knife made of crow steel. put the special edge on the knife. new cells. 
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Receiving awards are (left to right): Donald Christopher, Richard Clarkowski, Art Mueller, 
Chuck Ebert, and Earl Rothweiler. Handing the awards out is Jim Williams. 
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“I don’t care if you won the softest beard category, you stay 
away from me until you shave.”
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Bushy, High brow, and Satan receiving recognition.
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Must you join a giant company to work on vital projects? 

Continuous steel casting could cause a revolu- BeW, with annual sales of more than $330 mil- 

tion in the steel industry. Babcock & Wilcox has _ lion, offers the advantages of a large company: in- 

led in its development in the United States, and doctrination training program, paid tuitions, wide 

installed the nation’s first commercial unit. It has variety of job openings (18 plants in ten states), 

been operating successfully for more than a year security and other benefits. 

at Roanoke Electric Steel Corp. Growth opportunities are enormous. Yet only 

You can share in such exciting work at Babcock 59 bachelor-level students will be hired in 1964. 

& Wilcox, including projects like the reactor for B&W has interesting positions for graduate and 

the nuclear ship Savannah, burner automation, undergraduate engineers and scientists, including 

and hoods to control 3,500 F heat from oxygen- M.E., E.E., Ch.E., Met.E., Cer.E., Nuc.E., C.E. and 

steel furnaces. Yet Babcock & Wilcox is small physicists. For more information, talk to a BeW , 

enough to give you a chance to work on such new _ interviewer when he visits your campus, or to your 
projects early in your career. Its management can placement director. The Babcock & Wilcox Com- 

take a personal interest in your progress. pany, 161 East 42nd Street, N.Y. 17, N.Y. 
So 3 

(@) Babcock & Wilcox
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Helpful Coed: “Isn't it funny Ginger ale: “A drink that tastes Father: “When Abe Lincoln was 
that the length of a man’s arm is like your foot feels when it’s gone your age, he was making his own 
just equal to the circumferenc

e 
of to sleep. living.” 

a girl’s waist?” Alcoholic rheumatism: Getting Son: “Yes, and when he was 
E.E.: “Let’s get a piece of string stiff in every joint. your age, he was President.” 

and find out.” eH e ® € & 

“88 The farmer was “assisting” at People are like steamboats—
 

A lady buying tickets for her the birth of his latest child—he they tock loudest when they are in 
nine children explained to the sta- WS holding the lamp. When the fog. 
tion agent, “These three are all doctor delivered three fine babies, e 8 4 
twelve years old and will take full the farmer suddenly left the room. A Long Island Potato married an 
fare; these three are all eight years “Come back with the lamp!” Idaho Potato and eventually the 
old and will take half fare,” then yelled the doctor. two became the proud parents of 
pointing to the youngest trio, “Nope,” was the reply. “Ain’t Sweet Potato. Sweet Potato grew 
“these three are all four years old comin’ back, Doc! It’s the light up and one day announced her in- 
and should go free.” that’s attractin’ them.” tention of marrying Gabriel Heat- 

The station agent looked at her a Sa # ter. “But you can’t marry him,” her 
in amazement and said, “Madam, Of all the “Give me a sentence shocked parents wailed. “He’s only 
do you mean that you have three with a word” jokes we've heard, a commentator.

” 

every time you try?” we give the prize to the lad that eo 6 
“Oh no,” she replied, “lots of | put effervescent and fiddlestick in Girl answering telephone: 

times we don’t have any.” one sentence. “Effervesce
nt 

“Sorry, Betty is not here, This is ee & enough covers on your bed, your her 114-pound, five-foot-t
hree, 

. . fiddlestick out.” blonde, blue-eyed sister.” He only drinks to calm himself, a ae se 

bast night he pet i teady, / Relative humidity is best demon- Two guinea pigs stood watching 
He couldn't even move. strated when you hold your baby a rocket thunder off the pad carry- 

» ee in your lap. ing their friend guinea pig to cer- 
owe . , "8 8 tain death. 

She: I'm so discouraged.
 
Every- “Won't your wife hit the ceiling Guinea pig 1: “Isn't it awful?” thing I do seems to be wrong, when you get home tonight?” Guinea pie 5. “Do -t feel so bad 

He: “What are you doing “She probably will; she’s a poor it I i ea BS meee SODAS tonight?” shot” it beats cancer. 

* * & a # « es 

Opera is where a man is stabbed On the tombstone of an atheist: He who laughs last has found a 
in the back and instead of bleed- “All dressed up and no_ place double meaning. 
ing he sings. to go.” (Some more on page 27) 
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T.V.A. after World War II, but it has Rotational Casting 

(Continued f 2 stopped and is now in the slow (Continued 0) 
Jontinuct “e : i g wed. fr xe 2 ontinued: from page ) process at giving ihe industries ontinued from page 

of TVA. Mr. David Lilienthall, back to the people. not carry enough heat to form a 

imagines in his book, Democracy layer of full thickness on its edge. 
on the March, that the vast growth Socialism is Not America’s Plastic boots may be cast joined at 

or federal power projects must-not Standard of Progress the tops in this way and then split 

. on D DNNe i vd sxate Ie ou Other nations of the free world apart. Other items that are some- 
ven the n ‘pal é state legis- C r imes rotation rast with <¢ 2 ee ‘ ‘ eee = . pigs have learned from us that the free times rotationally cast with a weak 
e s electe ; > pe >» In- . . . secti ¢ y ne sepa- 
stead they t be; ; ope red trade incentive system is the best section and then opened, s¢ pa 
stead they must’ be administerec ake a nation grow strong rated, or flexed at the weak section 
by directors appointed by the Pres- way to make a nation grow strong. are buckets, wastebaskets, musical 
ident. From our experience with It is not government that makes a instrument Cakes. avid anal pieces 

TVA. it can be seen that this nation mighty but rather the abil- of luggage. (idustrial ehemical 

situation could be dangerous. ity of the nation’s peoples to take containers such as acid flasks are 
T.V.A., originated for the purpose care of themselves. It sounds very rotationally cast in sizes up to 20 
of flood control, is now producing strange indeed to hear that at a gallons. With the advent of more 

72 per cent of its power with recent power convention in Mex- efficient machinery and more eco- 
ste: oRKees . i V , y 
ov generators, id i unlikely ico, the United States was explain- nomical powdered plastics, mold- 

ae ee ar ler oi ing the wonders of the publicly ers using rotational casting are ex- 

: PINE oV AL ACI a pvr . ote . ate i oy 

imagined that the srimary surpose ovanal “EVari, andl Bossa sss = eral me ae 
of TAA would ue a produce preaching the identical sermon vonieunes ee man or BB 

yower: it is a little frightening about its government-owned _util- tainer ‘Sizes! trom: ‘one iquant it) (08 
power; it is a little frightening to es a wae “e alane gallons. Products of rotational cast- 
see how powerful and independent ities. Other countries must clearly ing for industrial use includ GF <aiwelionce tie TACK. bas understand that this nation was ative ‘he ening ine mS ‘d 4 auto- 

‘ a .V.A. has : nae ve heating — cater 
arown. Orie nations are-denation built by individuals who guarded io tye 7 ne ee ans it i 
g , a sa a - : ane ousings, battery-testing unit hous- 

erie . : ealously their right to vote for 8s, y-testing 
alizing their companies and we, } y we 8 a te - ings, and liners for supporting 
the ‘leadlers:in free ientenprise, are their leaders and to manage their containers, TI ly limitations 
socializing ours _ own affairs. It is almost too late ae ave oF 1 aiel Cae 2D 

‘ to do anything about T.V.A., but ne  hatio aL ustria par 5 tha ay 

Experience of Other Nations Americans would do well to ex- th ror “of it ycast-are ithe ca ey 

Germ: ‘ hel / amine the facts closely before they ie a o Lik i " ead e 1S ae 
rere is My na a ns allow any more-T.VAts. ity o - ts ation mec pans ig- 

ample today of what free enter- ure 8 shows a_ relatively large 

prise can do for an economy. It has I. Hyon, John A quien Hed bale fo casting by today’s standards. 

. 5 1Acee aire] mabe T.V.A.’s Books,” Readers Digest, De- . 
a oF i aoe grow th rates in ember; 1947, Rotationally cast parts are some- 

t “ ae ¢ ie ! ie a eRe dhe 2. Reed, C. $., “TV.A. as a Case Study”, times filled with plastic foam. 

a 0 ot ae to fill the Public Utilities, 65:798, June 9, 1960. These foams in unexpanded form 

Jobs new Dusinesses have created. 3. “T.V.A. Announces Electricity Rate are poured or injected into the part 
Volkwagen was just recently dena- Cut”, Public Utilities, 65:798, June 9, through a small opening and al- 
tionalized, and it isn’t necessary to 1960. lowed to expand to fill the cavity. 
point out what a smashing success 4. Vennard, Edwin, The Electric Indus- A number of different materials 

it has been. try, (pamphlet). are used, and will not be discussed 
Cr “yas scsdegys 5. Vennard, Edwin, “Facts About the her re ane a oe c SUR ft 

_ Great Britain was socializing all T.V.A. Power Business”, Public Utili- here. The foam is usually a soft 

its industry during and_ shortly ties, 69:454-472, March 29, 1962. variety and is used for its cushion- 

ee 

for STUDENTS STUDENTS & TEACHERS 

NEW S'64 directory lists 20,000 summer job open- Largest NEW directory. Lists hundreds of permanent 

ings in 50 states. MALE or FEMALE, Unprecedented carer opportunities in Europe, South America, Africa 

and the Pacific, for MALE or FEMALE. Total 50 
research for students includes exact pay rates and : . : 
: ‘ : countries. Gives specific addresses and names pros- 
job details. Names employers and their addresses . % e ee 

for hiring in indust f ti | pective U.S. employers with foreign subsidiaries. 

\ 9 GUSTY: me aus a neohome Exceptionally high pay, free travel, etc. In addition, 

parks, resorts, etc., etc, Horry jobs filled early. enclosed vital guide and procedures necessary to 
Send two dollars. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send to: foreign employment. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send 

Summer Jobs Directory—P. O. Box 13593—Phoe- two dollars to Jobs Abroad Directory—P. O. Box 

nix, Arizona. 13593—Phoenix, Arizona. 

Dn 
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ing effect. Boat bumpers are a ro- Fill In Your Own Lines Jim: “Honey, did that kiss I just 

tationally cast item that may use i. gave you make you long for 
foam for a cushioning effect. Rigid (Continued from page: 25) another?” 
foam may be used to make thin- Editors call themselves “we” so Coed: “Sure did, but he goes to 

shelled products stiffer. For ex- the person who doesn’t like the Marquette. 

ample, the Wonder Products Com- article will think there are too o 8 8 

pany of Colliersville, Tennessee, nan TOE Joma 1 liek, A shovel operator sitting at the 

has used a fairly rigid foam to es 8 8 bar was surprised to see a kanga- 
stiffen the rotationally cast body of Been doing quite a bit of re- 0 enter the establishment and 
their hobby horse. Rotationally search on the origin of old sayings approach the bar. Taking his place 
cast channel marking buoys have and phrases, and think I’ve stum- next to the shovel operator the 
also been filled with foam to make bled upon the beginning of that kangaroo ordered a bourbon. 

them stiffer with a small increase great old cheer, “Hoorah for our “How much?” the kangaroo 
in weight and cost. A foam-filled side;” I guess it was first heard on asked the bartender as the drink 

rotationally cast easy-chair is a fu. the day Lady Godiva rode side- was set before him, 
ture possibility. saddle through the streets of “Two bucks,” answered the 

Foaming agents may also be in- il bartender. 

: Sey B80. es 8 6 The kangaroo reached in_ his 
cluded in the plastisol that is used . . ouch, withdrew his wallet and 
to rotationally cast a part. The pur- A patient at a mental hospital = Pouch, wit! mE oe 

in doing this is to ch dl who had been certified cured was laid two bills on the bar. Then, 
pose in doing this is to change the vari : » dei » kangar 
texture, the conductivity, Bt FOIE ee ts the head downing foe ial the Kangaroo 
other characteristic of the part. A ke . . The. < . srator. watchi 
soft, flexible, cellular product simi- And wlie are you going ta ‘do b The spovel ne! ne > > : when you get out in the world? ug-eyed, turned and said, “Pardon 
lar in texture and appearance to “Well L mz back to Wise me, but I’m around here quite a 
soft leather can be made in this si and f ah DCE & ° The, bit and I never saw any kangaroos 
way. A more rigid cellular material o nis ey. CONISE: ens in here before.” 

san. bé rade that has heat and I liked the Army before, so I may wee Cw . can be made that has heat- an enlist agaih: He paused .asmoment I'm not surprised,” answered the 
sound-insulating properties that d he ew a af © kangaroo, “when they charge two 
make it suitable for industrial be . ‘ ore zo en again, I may bucks a drink.” . 
items such as heater ducts and ma- © A EANEEE se 
chinery noise shields. se 8 

Some conventional formulations When I grow old and even older, The education system today is 
of plastisols are employed with [ll never forget that manila folder. based on fear. 

blowing agents. The best results Bane of existence, object of hate The teachers are afraid of the 
are obtained by using blowing And never less than three weeks the superintendent. The superin- 
agents that are activated at rela- late. tendent is afraid of the parents. 
tively high temperatures—about Title, object, method, theory, The parents are afraid of the kids 
450°F. This type blowing agent The clock strikes one, my eyes are and the kids, they aren’t afraid of YE g ag y h » they 
allows a skin to form next to the bleary. anything. 
mold before the blowing material If I could have my preference eae 

releases any gas. This prevents gas uh RENEE wate pc licia A student that flunks out of 
pockets and porosity on the sur- ever compute eliciency . Engineering and goes into Law, 
face of the molded article and re- For readings numbering eighty- raises the overall I. Q. of both 

sults in a smooth, even finish, three, departments 
, , But many like that I have done, . 

With a good portion of the toy ‘At least infinity plas one 2 8 @ 
market already captured, industrial eas i Pl lest dullard . 
castings seem to offer the greatest Many to tell the dullest dullar I think that I shall never see 
potential market for rotational That graphs are labeled and curves A girl refuse a meal that’s free: 

casting. The wide range of physi- E are eoloned, torn the, bee A girl with hungry eyes not fixed 
cal and chemical properties ob- mgingers alise—storm be: z0rt; Upon the drink that’s being mixed; 
tained from plastisols and “poly- And abolish forever the lab report. 4 ‘girl who doesn’t like to wear 
ethylenes and the wide range of 8 8 A lot of junk to match her A 
design possibilities that can be A farmer and a professor were But girls are loved py guys ‘i me 
formed indicate that rotational sharing a seat on a train. It was Cause I don’t like to kiss a tree. 

casting will probably replace many getting lonesome so the farmer aaa 
tedious fabricating and assembly started a conversation and_ they en. 
processes using metals, leather, and —_ sg0n became a friendly pair. ae Billy, what are you 

| Ceramics, “Let’s have a game of riddles to rea ak “Playt Momma.” 
BIBLIOGRAPHY pass the time,” said the professor, Billy: sb poy, 2 om i wc 

1. Ebert, Robert O. “New Directions in “if I have a riddle that you can’t Mothers be a d te a 
‘ Powder Molding ” Plastics Technol- guess you give me one dollar or dear. z was anne you a » Eob.no 

ogy, Oct., 1963, pp. 56-7. vice versa.” of a Wisconsin Engineer. 
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By Clifton Fonstad, Jr.. EE’65 LE SN 
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"Tice month there will be no 
fooling around and we'll get . . 

as Be » payzlec 2 thrill is the appearance of a maze. weight of the rope is half as much 
straight to the puzzles—right : Pe é . 

afior-enaes clattanna thn ocrattce : Give yourself 15 seconds and try again as the difference between the 
after one short mathematical poem. ke it through the diagran ‘cht of tl iol ld 
lt demonstrates in. a concise man- ae e it through the diagram be a re eke ee . 

ner the way in which relatively elow. he ft rin wet and the 
considerations alter the classical Mees t ol hee mon a . 1 
answer to an ordinarily simple he Jone ; tie onger—winat 
addition, and it goes like this: CK is the length of the ropes . 

5. Now, for one, final quicky. 

One and one make two, There are three urns, each contain- 
But if one and one should marry, ing two balls. One urn has one 

In & year OF two, black ball, one white; another, two 
lhere’s two and one to carry. white; and the third, two black. 
Now, let's get started on the first The urns are labeled but, all the 

SP on : labels are incorrect. How many 
puzzle—the first turn in this « 

ia . times must you draw from the 
month’s mental maze. 

1. There's & Story ole around urns before you know the exact 
. eae Se é 4. Alright, things have been contents of all three urns? 

the Nuclear Engineering Depart- . ° . . 
ee : pretty easy until now but this 

ment about a large fish one of the .. - ANSWERS: ‘ofessors caught the other week- puzzle should make you earn the 
DFOFESSOTS COUgHE Me Omer wee five dollars. It really isn’t that bad The March answers are: 
end. In true engineering form, the ae 9 

; . aes ‘ . so give it a try. 1. 27 
fish is described as follows: Its / 2, Baloney 
head was 6 inches long, its body A rope is hanging over a pulley 3, [(2)2 — 21/2 = 7 and 2 + 

as long as its head and tail, and with a weight at one end and a , 2/2 4 2 pa 7 soe. 
its tail as long as its head and half | monkey at the other (the monkey 4 Twice “~~ 
its body. and the weight weigh the same). 59793.1 

How long was the fish? Now suppose the rope weighs 4 ee NS. 

2. So much for the animal king- ounces per foot and the age of the Next month we'll have to print 

dom for awhile. Here’s a puzzle monkey and the monkey’s mother the answers with the puzzles so 

designed to challenge electrical en- together is four years; and the this is your last chance to win five 
gincers (actually anyone can work weight of the monkey is as many dollars for sending in the correct 
it): Your bed and light switch are pounds as the monkey’s mother is answers to the Mental Maze. Com- 
12 feet apart. How can you switch years old; and the monkey’s mother _ petition is getting keener so you'd 
off the light and get into bed be- is twice as old as the monkey was __ better hurry. The address is still 
fore the room is dark? You can’t when the monkey was half as old the same: Clifton Fonstad, Jr., 
move the bed. as the monkey will be when the % Wisconsin Engineer, 333 Me- . 

3. Two months ago the first monkey is three times as old as the chanical Engineering Bldg., Madi- 4 
“logic”? type puzzle appeared in monkey’s mother was when the son 6, Wisconsin. February’s win- 

the Mental Maze. Last month, as monkey’s mother was three times ner was Ron Rogers, 303 Sullivan 

you all know, the first Maze Master as old as the monkey; and the Hall, Madison. Ron’s winning 
was announced. This month’s big weight of the weight and the — makes it two ME’s in a row. 
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fter McNai i i After McNair designs it, 
Kelly has to manufacture it 

In the broad spectrum of engineers and scientists we con- detail what we have to do to multiply McNair’s working 
stantly seek, we can use more manufacturing engineers like model by x, a number chosen by the marketing people. To 
Edward Joseph Kelly (right, six years out of Tufts this make the production-run machines work not merely as well 
June). Mark well the distinction between Kelly’s responsi- as McNair’s hand-built one, but better. To decide which 
bility and that of his opponent in the debate pictured. Out parts we should buy and which we should make. To specify 
of it upon completion of their differing assignments will the tooling for the parts we make. To specify also the tools 
come a photographic information storage and retrieval for assembly and inspection. To design the fabrication proc- 
device that will bear our “Recordak” trademark, well known esses. Better than just designing the processes, to see the 
in banking and other businesses. need for a process which no previous manufacturing engineer 

Dave McNair has determined how the mechanical, optical, had realized was needed and which happens to make the 
and electrical components and subassemblies have to work product an irresistible bargain for the ultimate user and a 
and fit together for the equipment to do its job. He has money-maker for us. 
come up with a working model. Management likes it. We need that kind of manufacturing engineer so that we 

Enter Kelly. His task: to tell us exactly down to the last can teach him how to run a big business. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: 
Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.



Define Your Career Objectives! 

@ An interview with W. Scott Hill, Manager—Engineering Recruiting, General Electric Co. 

ee | offers a great deal more opportunity would you like to attain? What is the 

—  @ ~ for your talent than another. They all scope of opportunity of the firm 

4 _ need top creative engineering skill you'll select? Should you trade off 
oo oe , and the ability to deal successfully starting salary against long-term 

= . a . | with people. potential? These are things you must 

| Sa decide for yourself. 

‘ ba _ _ Q. After I've evaluated my own abil- 

yy . | ities, how do | judge realistically Q. Can companies like General Elec- 
2b al | what I.can‘do'with them? tric assure me of a correct career 

Pi A. I'm sure you're already getting choice? 

| all the information you can on ca A. It costs industry a great deal of 
We. séete: Bill eer flelds related to your discipline. money to hire a young engineer and 

Don't overlook your family, friends start him on a career path. So, very . 

and acquaintances, especially re- selfishly, we'll be doing everything 

Q. Mr. Hill, when is the best time to fn uae as desiull | of informa- possible to be sure at the beginning 
begin making decisions on my career . you made full use of your that the choice is right for you. But 

gin making y faculty and placement office for : 
objectives? advice? Information is available in 3 bad mistake can cost Oe eee . . more in lost time and income. Gen- 

A. When you selected a technical | the technical journals and society eral Electric's concept of Person- 
discipline, you made one of your | publications. Read them to see what alized Career Planning is to recog- 
important career decisions. This de- firms ae contributing to advance- nize that your decisions will be 

fined the general area in which you ment if your field, and how. Review largely determined by your individ- 

will probably begin your professional | the’ files in your placement office ual abilities, inclinations, and am- 
work, whether in a job or through | for company literature. This can tell bitions. This Company's unusual di- 

further study at the graduate level. | You a great deal about openings and | versity offers you great flexibility 
Programs; career areas and company in deciding where you want to start, 

organization. how you want to start and what you 

| @Q@. Can you suggest some factors that want to accomplish. You will be en- 

| might influence my career choice? Q Can you suggest what criteria | couraged to develop to the fullest 

A. By the time you have reached can apply in relating this information extent of your capability—to achieve 
| | your career objectives, or revise 

your senior year in college, you know to my own career prospects? cae 
P + them as your abilities are more fully 

| certain: things about yourself that A. In appraising opportunities, apply revealed to you. Make sure you set 

| are going to be important. If you criteria important to you. Is location your goals realistically. But be sure 

| have a strong technical orientation important? What level of income you don’t set your sights too low. 
| and like problem solving, there are 

| many good engineering career 

dedien avd dlenalogrmerte aumten FOR MORE INFORMATION on G.E.’s concept of Personalized Career Planning, and for 

turing and technical marketing. If material that will help you define your opportunity at General Electric, write Mr. Hill at 

. . . this address: General Electric Co., Section 699-10, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305. 
you enjoy exploring theoretical con- 

cepts, perhaps research—on one of 

the many levels to be found in in- G E N E RAL ELECTR ] C 

dustry—is a career choice to con- 

sider. And don't think any one area An Equal Opportunity Employer
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